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Comment on ”Direct space-time observation of pulse tunneling in an electromagnetic

band gap”
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The investigation presented by Doiron, Hache, and Winful [Phys. Rev. A 76, 023823 (2007)] is
not valid for the tunneling process as claimed in the paper.

PACS numbers: 42.25.Bs,03.65.Ta,42.70.Qs,73.40.Gk

The title of a recent article by Doiron et al. [1] is mis-
leading. The authors have investigated a dielectric mir-
ror but not a tunneling barrier, see also Refs.[2]. The
measured and discussed superluminal group velocity is
similar to that studied on a Lorentz-Lorenz oscillator by
Sommerfeld and Brillouin a hundred years ago [3]. A
dielectric mirror is based on a periodical quarter wave-
length structure of two refractive indices in which de-
structive interference causes a standing wave pattern de-
caying exponentially with mirror thickness as shown in
Figs. 2(a - f) in Ref.[1]. There are nodes in the intensity
every half wavelength.
Tunneling, however, is understood and performed by

electromagnetic evanescent modes or by tunneling so-
lutions of the Schrödinger equation, which have purely
imaginary wave numbers. The latter includes a purely
imaginary refractive index. Signals with purely evanes-
cent frequency components may travel at a superluminal
velocity [4, 5]. Inside the barrier there is no standing
wave and tunneling proceeds even instantaneously, it rep-
resents a process well described by virtual photons [6].
Recently, the transmission of dielectric mirrors and

equivalent structures has often been misinterpreted as
tunneling, see for instance Refs. [4, 7].
Actually, in the paper there are some errors: Fig.3

shows the vacuum light velocity and in section (II,D) the
dwell time is not directly measured but it is derived from
an approximately integrated stored energy and from the
measured input power. This indirect measuring proce-
dure is indirect like the light measurement from direct
frequency and wavelength measurements, see for infor-
mation NBS and NIST, for instance.
In addition it is claimed to have measured a resonator

decay time, but detectors measure the traversal time of
a pulse through a black box independent of the content
of the box. The authors are asking whether an identifi-
able pulse peak actually propagates through the barrier?

According to their Fig.1 not only the peak but also the
pulse half width (for instance representing a digital sig-
nal) propagated faster than light and were correctly de-
tected. Figure 2(a-f) displays the standing wave patterns
at various times. Figure 2(d) shows the peak of the pulse
from the mirrors entrance to the end of the mirror. Tak-
ing the x = 0 values from Figs.2(a) to 2(f) we see the peak
in 2(d) instantaneously propagating from the entrance to
the exit with the exponential decay of the standing wave.
Describing the traversal time of a mirror as a decay

time of a cavity does not represent a contribution to the
understanding of the tunneling time as claimed by Doiron
et al. [1].
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